
 
 

 

Adult Precoccygeal Teratoma: A rare case. 

Introduction: 

Sacrococcygeal teratomas most commonly present in infancy. Incidence in the newborn is 1 in 40000 

with female preponderance. Less than a hundred cases of adult teratomas are reported in literature, 

and very few are reported in males. Most of them are benign with malignancy reported in less than 2% 

of cases. We hereby report a case of precocccygeal cyst in an adult male reported in our centre that was 

histopathologically proved to be a precoccygeal teratoma. 

Case Report: 

A 47 year old man presented to us with a vague chronic pain in the lower back and gluteal region. The 

pain was intermittent and dull aching which aggravated after squatting. No altered bowel and bladder 

habits were noted. On external examination no significant cutaneous findings were noted. 

 
 

 
An abdomino-pelvic, contrast enhanced CT scan was performed which revealed a cystic lesion with well 

defined walls in the precoccygeal space, measuring 3.6 x 1.9 x 2.9 cm. (AP x SI x TR ) in size[Figure 1  and 

2]. No calcification or measurable enhancement was noted in it on post contrast study. The margins of 

the cyst were well delineated with no irregularity. The surrounding fat planes were homogeneous. 

On MRI examination,an ovoid cystic lesion with well defined walls was seen in the precoccygeal space. 

The lesion showed mixed signal intensity on T2WI [Figure3] and on STIR sequences it appeared 

predominantly hyperintense. On T1WI [Figure 4], it showed isointense to hypointense signal 

intensity.No areas of fat signal intensity or calcifications were seen in it. The lesion was seen to abut the 
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Fig 3:T2W axial: Lesion 

shows mixed signal 

intensity. 

Fig 4: T1Wi sag: Lesion 

appears hypo to  

isointense. 

No areas of fat signal 

intensity or calcifications 

were seen in it.  
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coccyx posteriorly and the levator ani muscles laterally.  

No intraspinal extension was seen. No destruction of the coccyx was noted.  

The fat plane between the rectum and lesion appeared well maintained. No invasion of the rectal wall 

was seen. The sacrum and coccyx appeared normal. No regional lymph node involvement was seen. 

Based on the clinical and imaging findings a diagnosis of precoccygeal developmental cyst was made. 

The patient was than referred to surgical centre, where the cyst was excised and histopathologically 

proved to be a matured sacrococcygeal teratoma.  

Discussion: 

Teratomas are tumours that contain various cell types and are derived from more than one germ layer. 

The most common site for  extragonadal teratomas is the coccyx termed as sacrococcygeal teratomas 

(SCTs) commonly seen in neonates, infants and children less than 4 years old. In adults, tumours at this 

site are very rare. 

In pediatric population, with increasing age there is much known transformation to malignancy, while in 

adults benign tumours predominate. There is 20 to 30 % risk of infection and 1 to 12% risk of malignant 

transformation in adult patients, hence surgical excision by far remains the treatment of choice. 

The SCTs are classified into matured, immature and malignant. Cystic teratomas may also be 

complicated by inflammation and may be associated with soft tissue destruction. Calcifications may be 

present in 25% of malignant teratomas  and 74% of benign teratomas and hence cannot be considered a 

sign of benignity. 

The symptoms of the patients are mainly attributed to their growth and size, wherein they may cause 

dysfunction to adjacent organs by pressure or infiltration. Unlike teratomas in infants which are 

externally visible in 90% of cases, SCTs in adults are confined to intrapelvic space and may be 

asymptomatic. The diagnosis being an incidental digital rectal examination or radiological investigation 

as presacro-coccygeal lesion.  

The current imaging standard includes CT and MRI as choices of imaging modality. CT defines the cystic 

and/or solid components with fluid ,fat ,soft tissues and calcification.MRI can be used to evaluate the 

presence or absence of bone or nerve infiltration, to define accurately the tumour extent and to 

delineate soft tissue planes for surgical planning.In our case,the lesion showed absence of bone 

infiltration as well as  presence of clear planes between the lesion and adjacent organs suggesting its 

benign etiology. 

Differential diagnoses is mainly from congenital abnormalities and tumours of the presacral area such as 

tailgut cyst, rectal duplication cyst and presacral meningocele. Others include neurogenic tumours and 

soft tissue and osseous tumours. 

To conclude, Sacrococcygeal teratomas are a rare phenomenon in adults. In view of its potential 

malignant transformations, early diagnosis and surgical excision is essential, even in asymptomatic 

patients diagnosed incidentally on imaging. 
Regards, 

 Dr.Deepa S.Nadkarni   /   Dr.Shaikh M.Mazhar 
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